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CARING FOR YOUR OUTDOOR FULL SIZE OR TOP POLYESTER WOVEN TEXTILE CAR COVER 
       
UNPACKING AND PACKING: Your cover is packed in the storage bag inside out.

For a full size cover, or top cover with a centre strap, first place the underbody strap(s) on the ground where you want to park your car, then move your car into place. To install the cover on your car, place it on the roof, unroll lengthways, allow the sides to drop down, then finally adjust the fit at the front and rear; in the case of the full size cover so that the cover pulls under the front and rear bumpers. Attach the underbody strap(s).

For a top cover without a centre strap, to install your cover on your car, place on the roof, unroll lengthways, allow the sides to drop down, adjust the fit at the front around the door mirrors and leave the windscreen wipers resting on the cover. Finally, stretch the elastic strap at the rear of the cover around the bumper.

To REMOVE from the car so that your cover will return to the storage bag, carefully reverse the above procedure.

THE DOOR ZIPS: Unfortunately we cannot guarantee the exact position in respect to the doors, although they will always allow access to your car without removal of the cover from that side of your car. Sometimes you may need to release the forward or central underbody strap. Slight lifting of the cover to allow the door to open may be needed.

CLEANING: The best way to clean the cover is by washing it on the car with a normal detergent in either cold or warm (not hot) water. Any grease or oil on the inside can be removed with a de-greasing agent (eg Gunk); this may leave a stain which is not usually dirty to touch. We do not recommend washing the cover in a washing machine as the proofing is not designed to withstand hot water with a detergent.

CAUTION: If the car has been re-painted, check very carefully. Paint types should not be mixed. If they have been mixed, or if the surface preparation was not done correctly before painting, minute imperfections may exist which you cannot see yet water might show them up. This advice includes so-called "bare metal resprays".

CAUTION: wherever your car is standing, ensure that water cannot collect into puddles underneath.

CAUTION: under conditions of heavy rain, if the material is in tight contact with the car, surface seepage (called wicking) can occur. Wicking can be virtually eliminated with our separate under-cover as this prevents tight contact between the (outer) cover and the car. Moisture will evaporate through the cover (because the fabric is breathable) and therefore the car will dry with the cover on (subject to 
weather conditions).

NEVER cover a dirty car.

BEWARE projections such as mascots & aerials. An old glove, polystyrene etc will protect the cover. We can add a pocket or pouch if you want.

If your cover gets damaged, please remember we can probably repair it for you.
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